87 mustang

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Appt made promptly and
at my convenience. Escorted into vast garage of gorgeous cars to the one I wanted. All clean.
Private and classy. They were very helpful, although the vehicle was already under contract
when I got to return their email. It was exactly what I was looking for and a great price and
mileage, just a little older than what I was looking for. Their response was prompt and
courteous and provided me with the proper information as I requested. Super easy to work with,
even from miles away. Jimmy and Dane were awesome assisting me through what turned into a
quick and easy purchase. Can't wait to get the car I purchased. Would definitely do business
with them again. I went to test drive the vehicle. He asked how I was going to pay. I said cash. I
need to test it on ice but was he wouldn't let me because it would get dirty and someone else
was coming to look at it. Is there something wrong with my cash? I consider the experience
very helpful. I am from PA this dealer is at Dallas TX they did very well with purchase,
processing change of state registrations and me picking the car up at there dealership. Very
nice people. The car I was interested in was sold but they tried to help me with another and i
was greatly appreciative. I was favorably impressed with the dealer and the vehicle. After
inspecting and driving the car, I bought it. My experience with the dealer and his staff has been
very good. Responded within 24 hours. Will give consideration for future business. I decided to
go with an SUV. Very helpful staff. Sherri went above and sending me videos and answering all
my questions. While not much changed with the engine of America's favorite pony car, the
exterior received a complete revamping. New front and rear fascias added to the aerodynamic
look that would remain with the Mustang throughout the late '80s and early '90s. The GT and
Saleen trims were again among the most popular for the model year, with the popular "basket
weave" wheels on the Saleen continuing to draw admiring glances on the street. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Ford Mustang listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Vincent. Shallotte, NC
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: George. Image Not
Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? I wish I could find another
Mustang with the same qualities. The car was so easy to maintain. Oil changes could be done in
10 minutes or less. Brakes were simple. The mustang was also fantastic on MPG. Pros: Fast and
fun Great handling. Engine out lasted the rest of the car. Cons: Seating in rear, This vehicle rust
in a lot of areas. Cruzer â€” an 87 mustang convertible that has a v6 and fuel injected very clean
car and everything works. Great To Beat â€” great bang for the buck performance at low price
many updrage parts on the market lightweight car so great for the quarter mile time and
excellent to do burnouts n donuts really good lookin head turner car and what about the sound
my god not to hard on gas mileage for the engine size really fun to drive!! Cons: bad handling
for race its a donuts car haha. When he is up and running and I get the new paint job on him,
people will be drooling. The only bad part is the fuel. He is will get poor fuel mileage. Pros: Once
Blacky is up and running, he will be a 8sec car and very sexy! Cons: His fuel consumption will
be down because he is going to be built out the yang! I Would Definitively Recommend One To
Alot Of People â€” this car is very fun throwing heads into the seats and doing as many
burnouts as possible without having to buy more tires i would definetly let alot of my friends
drive this mostly because this cars handling is just awesome. Lots of little tlc needed on the
inside as well, except for the stereo which was very loud. Wish I could've owned it longer but it
was stolen. Pros: Sheer fun, the sound of the v8 from the dual exhaust alone was phenomenal.
Waaappmmm â€” has plenty of power. Looking Good â€” it has a great look very fast always
love to drive it ,shes a head turner,drive it down town and going camping long drives down the
cleaning her at the car wash. What an awsome car. It was fast handled great, and was a chick
magnet. Unfortunatly I was young, and I tore it to pieces. I then purchased a used 87 Gt, also an
awsome car. It was stolen by a buddy "Imagine that". Drove off a boat dock in a lake. Where it
sat for a week before a boat hit it backing into the dock. Once returned to me I began the work
trying to save it. I drained all the fluids let it dry. When all was good I placed a battery in, and
beleive it or not she started right up. I drove this car for another 2 years before I finally sold it.
The car was still running strong the day they drove it away. I recently purchased a 87 Gt
convertible. Once again another awsome car. She drives like a new one, and the motor is just as

strong as a new one. All I can say about the late 80's mustangs WOW what a machine. May the
live forever!! Good interior systems. Powerful styling. Good pickup even with the smaller
engine. Turbo gives it pop. Read More. I love the car features it has everything. The value of the
car was great I looked around for a while till I found this one. Good value. Was a lot of fun to
drive and reminded me of my Mustang GT, I bought new, in The only draw back are the rims.
They should have used chrome or alloy silver looking. It has low miles and practically new. It
has all one would need and more. It needs an automictic transmission not the 6 speed. I like the
horse power. Todays best value for performance and great performance at under 35, Read More.
Amazing car, nothing negative so far. Handles great and lots of power Read More. Absolutely a
wonderful car very well equipped with plenty of power and speed Read More. Great car at this
price point! Lot of fun to drive! Reliable the v6 make a great nice. Have you driven a Ford
Mustang? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Seth writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fast and fun
Is this helpful? Yes No. Matthew writes:. Pros: looks. Even writes:. Pros: look awesome good
performance. JLemons writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Tony writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: great,fast, great gas prices. Cons: nothing. Nel writes:. Aaron writes:. Pros: its a mustang.
Luc writes:. Pros: acceleration is fun. Cons: its not a 5. Darek writes:. Pros: its very fast. Cons:
cant drive it all year. Pros: An Awsome Car. Cons: None. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 13
Ford Mustang reviews. Read all 25 Ford Mustang reviews. Read all 15 Ford Mustang reviews.
Read all 14 Ford Mustang reviews. Read all 11 Ford Mustang reviews. Cars compared to Ford
Mustang. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Mustang to
Related Models. Select Year Engine out lasted the rest of the car Cons: Seating in rear, This
vehicle rust in a lot of areas 2 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: looks 2 of 4 people
found this review helpful. Pros: look awesome good performance Cons: bad handling for race
its a donuts car haha 2 of 3 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: great,fast, great gas prices Cons: nothing 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. Pros: its
a mustang Cons: nothing 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros: acceleration is fun Cons:
its not a 5. Pros: its very fast Cons: cant drive it all year 1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Editor's Note: As the anticipation builds for the first drive of the Ford Mustang GT on March 29,
we've decided to go into the archives this week to highlight the history of the Mustang 5. At
best, it was anti-climactic as the curtain drew back to reveal the '87 Ford Mustang GT. The
gathered national and international automotive journalists took just a tiny pause from their
polite conversation, not exactly an auspicious welcome for a new edition of America's pony-car.
Indeed, even in its revamped '87 form, the Mustang's current external design is getting a little
long in the tooth. But put yourself in Ford 's shoes. In , Ford introduced what was to become the
hottest-selling new model in automotive history. Every other manufacturer was knocked silly as
the Mustang packed Ford dealer showrooms with new-car buyers while the others were left
clamoring to catch up, By , Chevrolet had introduced the Camaro, Chrysler the Barracuda,
American Motors the Javelin, and Pontiac the Firebird. Ford's two-year head start was clearly
dwindling. Much to the delight of its new competitors, and to the dismay of Mustang fans,
Ford's misguided designers, uninformed as to the Mustang's image, much less its market, took
to heavy-handed sweeping design changes that, by the mid-'70s, had turned America's pony-car
sweetheart into a mid-Atlantic gunboat. Overweight, underfed, and looking like a cast-off from
Thunderbird crash testing, the Mustang made a radical change in design and concept direction
when Ford moved to reintroduce the model under the Mustang II tag. Based largely on the Pinto
platform, the Mustang II was closer to the original Mustang roots, but, dreadfully underpowered,
missed the mark as a real pony-car, a market segment that Camaro and Firebird had come to
own. Finally, in , the Mustang came right, and General Motors salesmen started to hear the word
Ford in their showrooms again as would-be F-body buyers suddenly had a product for
comparison. The Mustang was back with a V-8, and to prove it, automotive magazines started
doing Camaro versus Mustang comparos again. The once smog-choked limp-wristed ponycars
started leading the return to real performance cars. In that vein, Ford was quickest to respond,
with rapid suspension improvements and a strong small-block cu-in. The Chevy still remained
strong on overall handling, and its brakes paled the Mustang's. Yet, Mustang sales figures
improved, and, for Ford, all seemed right in the world again. Given the Mustang's disaster in the
'70s and recovery in the '80s, it's easy to understand why Ford has been reluctant to alter the
Mustang's appearance. Facelifts and continued engine and suspension improvements have
become the norm as annual updates. For , the trend to facelifts and once-over improvements
continues. There is, however, more' good news this year than there has been in the past. First,
the exterior. For what is surely an aging design, it looks the best it has to date. An
aerodynamically cleaner nosepiece is highlighted by flush-fitting headlamps and new lower lip
inlet duct. A new, flush-mounted rear-quarter window gives the Mustang an uncluttered look.

The impression of a lower beltline is enhanced by the redesigned body side skirt and rubstrip
package. The air inlet vents on the lower leading edge of each fender well are functional, but
Ford chose not to follow through and effectively guide the inlet air for brake cooling or any
other aerodynamic assistance. The round, front-spoiler-placed driving lamps stand out as a tad
odd, but the overall look is much meaner. The "ground-effects" skirting package runs around
the tail of the Mustang, giving the car a much lower rear end appearance. A rather dramatic rear
wing comes as stock on the GT model, and directs air to the benefit of the overall high-speed
handling of the GT. But as good as all this tail-end treatment is, it's marred by the s taillight
design. It's the kind of stuff "Big Daddy" Roth would just eat up. Molded as one piece, the
louvered look is painted body color, making the darker-color cars less subject to the ill effects
of the lamps' appearance. From a performance standpoint, the '87 Mustang GT sees several
useful improvements. The current hp engine, introduced in with 4bbl carburetor induction
system, is now fuel-injected, an '86 upgrade, and sports-modified cylinder head bumps the
power to around hp. The changes seem to help the overall driveability of the powerplant as well.
Ford made a sizeable effort for to improve the sound deadening in the Mustang platform.
Corrugated firewall panels and sound-deadening adhesives give the '87 Mustang a rock-solid
feel. It is, in fact, one of the first things you notice when you close the door. Road noise and
engine vibration are cut nearly in half, and, yet, you still get the benefit of the race-bred Ford
small-block, as the Mustang's exhaust note puts that certain little magic in the air. The
Mustang's major weakness, more in terms of Showroom Stock competition than any street use,
is its brakes. Ford designers chose to enlarge the front vented discs, but continued to use
leftover Pinto drums on the rear. This proves all the more annoying since Ford installed the rear
disc brake package on the turbocharged SVO 4-cylinder Mustang that is now defunct. It seems
the rear disc brakes died with it. This is appalling, considering that Ford flies the tall flag of
performance over the Mustang, yet doles its best brakes out to whiney little four-bangers and
their luxo lines. Inside the GT, Ford has an all-new instrument and dash panel. Side window
de-fog vents, full shut-off Ale vents, pod-mounted switches and smooth semi-gloss texture
present a more current look. Frankly, the instrument pod smacks of Japan, but it does place the
headlamp, emergency flashers, rear window defroster, and fog lamp controls right at hand. The
gauge package is fairly conventional, with fuel, water temp, oil pressure, and charge
instruments as standard on the GT. New door and quarter-panel trim gets uprated fabrics, and
the armrests are slightly longer than last year's, lending better support. New seat designs
include power lumbar support, concealed thigh-support handle, and new fabrics, as well. The
whole interior feels better, and, combined with the new efforts toward noise control, the '87
Mustang has a greatly elevated feel of quality. After several key Ford Motor Company
executives gave the entire Ford lineup pitch, we were invited outside to give the new products a
whirl. It proved interesting, however, that the first two cars driven out of the parking lot, where
Ford had lined up 16 of its '87 products, were the only two Mustang GTs Ford brought. Seems
for all the sameness, this is still the hottest car in the line. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Rick Titus writer Bob D? Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Images are general
in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. When the first 5. No matter what
engine Ford crammed into the Mustang II, it was still Pinto-based and muscle car cues made it
look like a five-foot tall weightlifter. It would endure until Ford offered the Fox body Mustang in
coupe or three-door hatchback versions, with 20 percent more interior space than the previous
car and a much more aerodynamic shape than the previous model. An 88 bhp 2. Ford also
offered European TRX metric-size wheels with Michelin tires, which confused tire companies
and owners alike. The V-8 had been reduced to cubic inches in , but Ford re-introduced the V-8
as the 5. The company persisted with a turbo program, too, and an SVO Turbo was launched in
to celebrate 20 years of the Mustang. It cost thousands more than the V-8 Mustang, but the 2.
With a ram-air intake, the SVO could do mph in 7. It was only available as a three-door
hatchback, and had an interesting biplane rear spoiler arrangement. The V-8 received an
upgrade in when the 5. Sales of V-8s jumped from 36, in to 45, in That same year the SVO
received an intercooled turbo which boosted power to bhp and a new front fascia, with
flush-mounted headlights. The 5. A 5-speed manual gearbox was standard with an overdrive
automatic transmission optional, and the model was available as a hatchback or convertible.
This would be the last year for the SVO turbo and a total of 9, were built. For the SVO nose with
its flush-mounted headlights was standardized across the range. A new dash was accompanied
by major revision of the body with air scoops, rocker panel moldings and front and rear
spoilers. Ford GT40 heads were used on the 5. Four-wheel disc brakes were fitted, and the
gearbox was beefed up. The result was mph in 6. The Camaro was also slightly quicker through
the quarter mile at 14 seconds against Ford countered with the Cobra R, essentially a street
legal racing version. It was a lightweight, with wind-up windows, no radio, no air conditioning,

basic front bucket seats and no rear seat. It had a stiffened floor pan, Koni double shocks,
larger radiator, and oil and power steering coolers. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values
shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on
your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value
displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please
call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the
specific vehicle selected. History of the Ford Mustang When the first 5. Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question
about Ford Mustang wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your
criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By
rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by
car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! III Restyling [
Ford Mustang 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that
matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x
rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to
deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in
mm. Ford Mustang 5. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Ford Mustang for other model
years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your
email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and
comments Send us the correct data Other. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now
showing page 5 of 8. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Here's one is for Mustang
loves only, because this survivor deserves only the best new home. This Private Seller. Babied
it eve Additional pictures are posted on I Muscle's direct website. This Ford Mustang GT One
owner Ford Mustang 5. This is a must see to believe. This musta All original. Low Mileage.
Mustang GT Convertible. Absolute perfect condition. Factory "Light Titanium" Silver Pai Will hit
This Ford Mustang has the look of a sinister and professional track car, and it doesn't take m
Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

